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'70's.  Forty years later you can buy one from eBay for a
couple of hundred pounds - but for goodness sake,
don't!  Why?  Well, there are very few out there still
working properly, you'll need a team of Sherpas to
move it and, most importantly, you've already got one
on your CVP…

We all know there are many different instruments
lurking inside your CVP Clavinova, but what's a forty-
year-old organ doing there?  It's making organ fans
from all over the world smile.  My parents could never
have afforded to buy one when they were new, and
now they are affordable nearly all the Helios's (Helii?)
are very tired and broken.  Take a look at a few
YouTube clips to get a taster of what this instrument is
all about, then we'll recreate that fabulous sound on
your CVP Clavinova.  Go to YouTube, and search for
"Klaus Wunderlich live on the Wersi Helios 1984" or
"Klaus Wunderlich live 1997 mit Wersi Helios".

(Coffee break as you browse You Tube)

Welcome back... I hope that you enjoyed listening to
the sound of the Helios.  Like the Hammond that we
looked at in the February/March edition the Wersi
Helios has a unique sound, but it’s very different from
the Hammond.  So, let’s start to recreate some of its
sounds using our CVP.  Many of Klaus’ arrangements
had a happy-feel beat (although he was also a master
of classical music) so let’s begin by choosing a style
that reflects this.

From the CVP’s HOME page, tap the left-hand-side of
the screen in the STYLE area. (fig.1)

Then choose ENTERTAINMENT > ORGAN > EURO
POP ORGAN. (fig.2)

Part 21: Getting Your Clavinova "Organ-ised - 2

Greetings from Edinburgh. Back in the days of
black and white radio when I was just a wee lad,
several organists inspired me to want to start
playing.  The prime suspect in this was our own
‘Womble in Chief’, Mr. Madden. 

There's a great clip 
on YouTube of a very
young Glyn playing
the sort of music that
was really exciting to
me as a kid. (Go to
YouTube and search
for "Glyn Madden
Puppet On A String").

There are a few more clips on there from that era, too.
Glyn's influence, however, is a story for another day. 
(Oh my lucky stars!... ed)

Another organist who
had a big influence on
my playing is Klaus
Wunderlich.  Although
Klaus played the
Hammond organ in
his early years my
favourite tracks were
performed and
recorded on an
amazing instrument
called the Wersi Helios.

This organ was hugely expensive in the mid to late
1970's.  So much so, that it was possible to buy the
instruments in kit form to keep the price down!  A
factory-built Helios could cost well over £10,000 in the

Richard Bower, keyboard player, pianist and... organist, calls on his experience
in playing the organ as he continues his explanation of the Organ Flute section.
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Press the HOME button now, and then select OTS2
from the ONE TOUCH SETTING section on the right-
hand-side of the main panel. The screen should now
look like this: (fig.3)

This is a typical ‘Klaus’ pop organ sound.  In contrast
to the Hammond-type organ flute settings we looked at
last time, the main voice has the word EURO in its
name. This is because the setting is based on the
EURO voices within the organ flutes section.  These
Euro voices are recorded and sampled from one of the

very few perfectly working Helios organs still in
existence.  Let's take a look at the settings by tapping
the small square icon to the right corner of the main
voice box. (circled in fig.3)

This takes us into the settings (fig.4).  Now don't be
scared off, they'll make sense in a while... I promise.

This page looks very much like the settings we looked
at last time, but with a few subtle differences. 

Firstly, you'll see that the organ
type is showing EURO in the top
left of the screen. This confirms
that we're using the Helios samples
(as opposed to the Vintage ones
we used last time). 

Another less obvious difference is
the Rotary section (in the top left of
the screen) is greyed out.  The
Helios had its own very special
effect called Wersivoice.  This
electronic effect replicated the
rotary speaker sound associated
with Leslie speakers, but without
the need for a mechanical rotor. 

The benefit of this was that Wersi players were able to
connect normal speakers to their instruments, as
opposed to the very heavy (and expensive) mechanical
ones favoured at the time by the majority of organ
manufacturers.  

The EURO organ settings on your Clavinova were
sampled (recorded) together with the Wersivoice effect
- so there's no need to add additional Rotary effect.  It
also makes your CVP’s Helios sounds very authentic.

It's always fun to just ‘doodle’ around with the organ
flutes so at this point, just as we did last time, let’s take
a break for a few minutes and draw some shapes with
them - enjoying the sounds we create. 

Fig.1: Tap the left hand side of the screen in the STYLE area

Fig.2: Select ENTERTAINMENT > ORGAN > EURO POP ORGAN

Fig.3: Tap the small square icon to the right corner of the main voice box.

Fig.4: The EURO Organ panel with flute voices, percussive attack and vibrato controls

Fig.4a

Fig.4b
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Another signature ‘Klaus’ sound can be found if you
press the OTS4 button of the EURO POP ORGAN style.

Then return to the HOME page and tap on the square
icon again as before to call up the settings. (fig.5) 

For this sound all of the ‘fundamental’ organ flutes
have been used.  None of the flute pitches with
fractions are included at all.  That's what gives this
setting such a warm, fat, sound.  There is something
very high-pitched in there though - and it's higher than
the 1' organ flute on the right of the screen. 

Where can this be coming from?  To find out, tap the
home screen, and tap MAIN to turn it off. (fig.6)

Now tap the square icon in the LAYER voice box.

Hmmm, interesting.  There are two organ flutes in use
(fig.7), but they're pitched much higher than you would
expect.  Just have a little play - they're quite nasty…
So, what are they doing?  The Helios was unusual in
having not nine, but eleven organ flute footages.
These extra pitches allowed Helios players to make a
big fat sound that was also bright enough to cut
through the rudimentary rhythms and accompaniments
of the time.  Although the extra pitches sound quite
horrid on their own, they made a fabulous noise when

mixed with other organ flutes (as when the MAIN and
LAYER voices were both switched on).  Press OTS4
again to return to the mixed sound.  Much nicer, eh?

This big setting was the signature sound of Wersi
Helios for years.  It suits the more up-tempo songs and
you'll find that it has been set in the OTS of several of
your CVPs styles.

Try ENTERTAINMENT > ORGAN > ORGAN
QUICKSTEP. (fig.8) 

One Touch Settings 2, 3 and 4 will give you another
good selection of very typical ‘Klaus’-type sounds.
OTS4 in particular is fun.  

In the old days it wouldn't have been possible to make
this sound ‘live’ in concert because there are two
different settings going on here, one with harmony and
one without.  Klaus Wunderlich was an early master of
over-dubbing (or multi-tracking) in the recording studio
and this technique allowed him to make amazing
stereo recordings in the very early days of the art.
OTS4 replicates his sound ‘live’ even when you simply
play a chord and single-note melody.

If your taste is for Latin American songs like ‘Tico-Tico’,
‘Amor’ or ‘Brazil’, selecting ENTERTAINMENT>ORGAN
>ORGAN SAMBA will keep you entertained for ages.

Fig.5: A signature ‘Klaus’ sound using all the fundamental (whole pitch) organ flutes.

Fig.6: Switch off the MAIN voice leaving only the LAYER voice active.

Fig.7: 

Fig.8: Switch off the MAIN voice leaving only the LAYER voice active.
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There are more than a few YouTube
clips of Herr Wunderlich (and
others) playing these types of
songs on the Wersi organ.

Bear in mind that if you'd like to use
these settings with other styles, just
save the sound to Registration
Memory, and pick a favourite style
to play along to.

I hope this little session has
brought back some good

memories - and has also inspired
you to recreate the great organ
sounds of the Helios organ.  Even if
all of this is new to you I hope you’ll
have a go.  After all, ‘retro’ is cool
these days… 

That’s all for now but I’ll be back in
June with some more of the
fabulous features of the Yamaha
CVP touch-screen Clavinova.

CCooff ffeeee    TTiimmee    QQuuiizz - No.54 - contributed by Jeff Sutcliffe

Some artists have just the one hit - and most were never heard of again but can you identify them? 

1. Kung  Fu  Fighting  (1974)

2. Spirit  In  The  Sky  (1969)

3. Who  Let  The  Dogs  Out  (2000)

4. Sugar,  Sugar  (1969)

5. Always  Look  On  The  Bright  Side  Of  Life  (1991)

6. Come  On  Eileen  (1983)

7. 99  Red  Balloons  (1984)

8. I'm  Too  Sexy  (1982)

9. Macarena  (1996)

10. Pass  The  Dutchie  (1982)

Answers: 1. Carl Douglas,  2. Norman Greenbaum,  3. Baha Men,  4. The Archies,  5. Monty Python,  
6. Dexys Midnight Runners, 7. Nena,  8. Right Said Fred,  9. Los del Rio,  10. Musical Youth

Easy KEasy Keyboardeyboard
Library CDsLibrary CDs

by Glyn Maddenby Glyn Madden
Audio  CDs  containing  performances  of  the  music  in  this  series  

are  available,  price  £11  each  inc.  p/p  from  Yamaha  Club.

Volume 1: House Of Eliot, It’s All Right With Me, It
Don’t Mean A Thing, The Green Door, Mister
Sandman, All I Have To Do Is Dream, Eternal Flame,
A Teenager In Love, It Doesn’t Matter Any More,
Amazing Grace, On The Sunny Side Of The
Street, Stardust, Misty, Annie’s Song, Autumn
Leaves, Magic Moments, Whatever Will Be Will
Be, La Bamba, Here’s That Rainy Day, It Had
To Be You, The Stripper, Cavatina, What A
Wonderful World, A Whiter Shade Of Pale,
Satin Doll, Come Fly With Me.

Volume 2: Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah ; Tuxedo Junction /
Almost Like Being In Love ; Long Ago And Far
Away / The Nearness Of You ; The Way You Look
Tonight / A Foggy Day In London Town ; How High
The Moon / The Lady Is A Tramp ; Cabaret / The
Trolley Song ; Summertime ; My Foolish Heart /
Unforgettable ; Laughter In The Rain ; There's A
Kind Of Hush / Georgy Girl ; Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes ; A Fine Romance / All Of Me ; I Only Want To
Be With You / Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow? ; 
Till / My Way. 

REFLECTIONSREFLECTIONS
by  Glyn  Madden
CCDD PPrriiccee::  ££1111..5500    ((iinncc..  UUKK  pp//pp))

A musical journey across the 
years with recordings of Yamaha
organs and keyboards old and
new.  Features: Yamaha D85 organ,
‘F’ series organ, ‘H’ series organ,
‘EL’ series organ, AR series organ,
Tyros1, Tyros2, Tyros4 keyboards
and Clavinova CVP digital piano.  
Plus... Nord C1 organ.

“The  album  features  instruments  from  several  generations
of  Yamaha  organs,  keyboards  and  Clavinovas  -  and  also
my  ‘organ’’  organ,  a  Nord  C1,  which  produces  some  of
the  fabulous  ‘Hammond’’  type  sounds  you  will  hear.”

Glyn

Tracks  include:
1)  That’s  What  Friends  Are  For,    2)  Fly  Me  To  The  Moon  /  One
Note  Samba,    3)  The  Windmills  Of  Your  Mind  /  The  Summer
Knows,    4)  Carioca  /  Falicidade,    5)  I  Won’t  Last  A  Day  Without
You,    6)  Going  Out  Of  My  Head,  7)  Carillon,    8)  Take  The  A-TTrain,
9)  Die  Moldau,    10)  The  Look  Of  Love,    11)  The  Marriage  Of
Figaro  Overture,  12)  1941  March,    13)  Nimrod,    14)  Hotpoints,
15)  ‘Til  I  Loved  You,    16)  La  Chanson  d’Orphee,    17)  March  from
‘A  Little  Suite’,    18)  The  Arrival  Of  The  Queen  Of  Sheba,    
19)  Petite  Valse  Caprice,    20)  I  Made  It  Through  The  Rain.  


